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Trains, Planes
& Automobiles
Photographs mounted on original linen, which is slightly
curled. A few small chips to edges (no loss to images), occasional toning and spots to images. The photographs overall
in near fine condition.
A handsome trade album of vehicles available from the White
Motor Company (Cleveland, Ohio), which grew out of the
White Sewing Machine Company into one of the largest truck,
military, and heavy equipment manufacturers of the 20th century.

Trade Album of Early Automobiles and Trucks
1. [Automobile Photographica]: [PHOTOGRAPHIC ALBUM OF WHITE
MOTOR COMPANY VEHICLES]. Chicago. [ca. 1910]. [116] photographs
plus advertising leaf removed from Harper’s Magazine issue. Includes album of
modern reproductions of the photographs. Oblong pebbled morocco album, gilt
title on front board. Boards rubbed and worn, corners bumped, spine perished.

This album was created especially for W.J. Urquhart, the general manager of the Western sales department headquartered in
Chicago (as reported in “The Horseless Age: The Automobile
Trade Magazine,” vol. 24, 1909, p.420). The album opens
with a photograph of a Pabst beer truck and continues with a
wide variety of passenger and commercial vehicles, most with
the names of the companies painted on the sides. Among the
commercial vehicles depicted are trucks operated by Marshall
Field, Red Rock beverages, the Birmingham Coca-Cola Bottling
Company, Pocahontas Coal, and B.F. Goodrich, and there are
also images of an ambulance and a police car. A few of the
images are detailed views of engines, transmissions, or other
mechanical parts of the vehicles. Most of the photographs have
a label on the reverse describing the vehicle or part, its price,
and in some cases also including information on the purchaser.
Several of the owners are local, but most are scattered across
the country, Canada, and even Russia. A few photos depict the
full fleet of a company’s trucks lined up proudly in front of factories, warehouses,
and storefronts. Despite the company’s reputation, decades of mismanagement
at higher levels forced the company to declare bankruptcy in 1980; White was
bought by Volvo the following year.
Such early automobile trade albums are rare.
“White Motor Corp.” in ENCYCLOPEDIA OF CLEVELAND HISTORY (online) (Case Western Reserve University).
$4500.

A Pioneering History of Flight and Ballooning
2. Bourgeois, David: [Ballooning]: RECHERCHES SUR L’ART DE VOLER,
DEPUIS LA PLUS HAUTE ANTIQUITÉ JUSQU’A CE JOUR; POUR
SERVIR DE SUPPLEMENT A LA DESCRIPTION DES EXPERIENCES
AÉROSTATIQUES DE M. FAUJAS DE SAINT-FOND. Paris: Chez Cuchet,
1784. viii,143,[1]pp. Contemporary marbled wrapper. Wrappers a bit faded and
edgeworn. Faint stain in the lower gutter throughout, else quite clean internally
and near fine overall. In a folding paper box.
One of the earliest histories of flight. This work is a supplement to Faujas de
Saint-Fond, but completely separate, although published by the same publisher.
It contains a history of notions of flight, with segments on Roger Bacon, Wilkins,
Leonardo, Scaliger, Lana, Joseph Galien, Borelli, Cyrano de Bergerac, etc. Bourgeois also was the first to suggest “the use of an adjustable plane surface fitted
beneath the balloon, whereby some measure of control might be obtained from
the horizontal pressure of air on such plane during the rise or fall of the balloon”
(Hodgson). He also includes a consideration of some of the problems of the new
science of ballooning, including guidance, covering textiles, gas production, etc.,
and includes a plan for future balloon studies.
TISSANDIER, p.15. HODGSON, pp.29, 388. LIEBMAN & WAHL, 640. MAGGS
387:76. BROCKETT 2071.
$2000.

Clicking on any item – text or image – will take you to our website
for easy ordering and to view any additional images.

An Early Action Movie, Which Landed with a Thud
3. [California]: [Early Film]: No. 3233. AN AWE-INSPIRING SPECTACLE.
TWO LOCOMOTIVES MEETING IN HEAD-ON COLLISION AT LOS
ANGELES, CAL. PERMISSION OF MORLEY & HEMPEL, LOS ANGELES.
PUT ONE CENT IN THE SLOT AND TURN HANDLE [whole text]. [N.p.,
but almost certainly Los Angeles. ca. 1906]. Printed broadside, matted to 7 x 11¼
inches, with two silver gelatin photographs, each about 2 x 2½ inches, mounted
at center. Dark stain along top portion. Minor wear to photographs, small chip
to bottom right corner of one image. Good plus. Attractively matted and framed.
An apparently-unique advertising broadside for a nickelodeon or penny arcade-style,
hand-cranked early film presentation of a staged train wreck held in Los Angeles in
September 1906. The printed broadside is illustrated with two photographs that
were likely part of the film strip played for the viewer; the first shows one of the

trains rounding a bend in the track, while the second
image shows a large portion of the crowd, perhaps in
the aftermath of the crash. Staged train crashes were
a popular spectator sport around the turn of the 20th
century, and the event pictured and advertised in the
present broadside was no exception. The event drew
about 6,000 ticket-holding onlookers who gathered
in Agricultural Park near downtown Los Angeles to
watch two steam engines from the Salt Lake Railroad
collide into each other. According to a contemporary
account in the Los Angeles Times, the event was a
flop. The trains ran into each other but produced “no deafening crash,” only a
“dull, muffled ‘chunk’” and neither locomotive derailed. Given the language in
the broadside, promising “An Awe-Inspiring Spectacle,” this seems to be an early
example of overstatement in film advertising that would presage later hucksters.
The event’s promoters were James Morley, owner of the Los Angeles baseball
team of the Pacific Coast League, and Walter Hempel, the former head coach of
Pomona College; the last names of both men are printed on the present broadside,
giving permission for the film presentation of their event. The language at the
bottom of the broadside reading, “Put One Cent in the Slot and Turn Handle”
likely indicates that the scene of the train wreck advertised here was viewed on
a mutoscope, a cheaper version of the kinetoscope that provided viewing to just
one person at a time.
We could locate no other copies of this interesting, early film-related broadside.
$950.

Inside a Print Shop on Prince Edward Island
4. [Canadian Photographica]: PHOTOGRAPHS CHARLOTTETOWN
PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND [cover title]. Charlottetown, P.E.I. [ca. 1893-1897].
Thirty-six silver gelatin photographs mounted on both sides of sixteen leaves of
thick card stock, the images on average approximately 4½ x 7 ½ inches. Occasional
contemporary manuscript captions, some photographs with captions printed in
the negative. Original padded leather over boards. Backstrip disconnected at front
joint, leather on front board peeling, both boards rubbed and scuffed. Mounting
leaves a bit soiled and foxed but quite sturdy. Some photographs a bit faded but
mostly crisp. Very good.
A fascinating collection of photographs belonging to a late 19th-century bookbinder in Charlottetown, the capital of Prince Edward Island. The owner was

most likely a bookbinder at the print shop of Haszard & Moore, a landmark
of turn-of-the-century Charlottetown founded by the son of a newspaper publisher. The photographs in this album include many views of Charlottetown’s
government buildings and commercial district on Queen Square, several images
of the employees and interior of the bindery and print shop, photos of the 1895
Provincial Exhibition, and of Victoria Park and the city’s surroundings. Of additional note are a photograph of nurses working with patients at the recently
built Prince Edward Island Hospital and several photos of passengers posing with
their luggage in front of a thoroughly wrecked train. There is also an images of
a flooded street in Charlottetown, with residents looking on from their stoops.
A remarkable and exceedingly rare look at Prince Edward Island in the 1890s.
$2750.

Early History of Chicago
5. [Chicago]: THE RAIL-ROADS, HISTORY AND COMMERCE OF
CHICAGO [wrapper title]. Chicago. 1854. 72pp. Original printed wrappers
bound into modern cloth. Wrappers wrinkled, with paper repairs. Foremargin
reinforcement on verso of front wrapper, similar treatment to upper margin of
rear wrapper. Some moderate dampstaining, mostly in upper and lower margins.
Occasional fox mark. Overall a good copy.
An early history of Chicago, reprinting three articles that originally appeared in
the Daily Democratic Press. William Bross and John L. Scripps (owners of the
newspaper) claimed authorship of this title. This work is a forerunner of the
long-lived Annual Review of Commerce. It contains interesting material relating to
the rapidly developing state of industry and railroads in Chicago, with commercial
and agricultural statistics, and the like. The last five pages, as well as both sides
of the rear wrapper, contain many local advertisements. Variant issues exist which
contain folding maps, but the original edition was apparently not issued with
a map, and both Howes and Byrd describe the first printing as without a map.
This copy contains pencil notes of bookseller Wright Howes on the front endpaper, noting that a copy without wrappers brought $38 in 1923.
HOWES C374. CHICAGO ANTE-FIRE IMPRINTS 84. BYRD 2094. $650.

Attacking the Federal Government’s Policies on California Land Claims
6. Crane, James: THE PAST, PRESENT AND FUTURE OF THE PACIFIC.
San Francisco. 1856. 79pp. Modern brown cloth, gilt morocco label. Titlepage
with a few fox marks and a small tear in upper outer corner. Two light vertical
creases throughout. Still, very good.
An important California tract, with much material relating to the contentious
issue of land titles, as well as early postal and express history. Crane, editor of
the California Courier, lashes out at the policies of the federal government toward
California, especially with regard to the validity of land titles held by early settlers from the period of Mexican control. He argues that federal policy toward
California is malignant, and makes parallels between the present state of affairs
and the relationship of the American colonies to England on the eve of the Revolution. “The author was a pioneer journalist. The pamphlet demonstrates the
indifferent attitude of the federal government toward California” – Greenwood.
“Crane describes the Conquest of 1846; the postal difficulties; leasing of the
mineral lands; private land claims; the railroads across the continent; etc. An
important early source book” – Eberstadt.
COWAN, p.149. EBERSTADT 111:175. GREENWOOD 673. GRAFF 910.
HOWES C861, “aa.” KEMBLE, pp.333-34. KURUTZ 162.
$1250.

Automobile Incunable
7. [Eddy, Arthur J.]: TWO THOUSAND MILES ON AN AUTOMOBILE
BEING A DESULTORY NARRATIVE OF A TRIP THROUGH NEW
ENGLAND, NEW YORK, CANADA, AND THE WEST by “Chauffeur.”
Philadelphia & London. 1902. 329pp. Illus. Original pictorial cloth. Spine ends
and corners frayed. Inner hinges cracked but still sound. Internally clean. About
very good.
Although the author (now identified as Arthur J. Eddy) never got farther than
Ohio, this is usually described as the first book-length account of an automobile
trip in the United States. The hazards encountered by the travellers were worse
farther west. Scarce.
STREETER SALE 3994.
$300.

Railroad Lands for Sale in Illinois
8. [Illinois]: THE ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD COMPANY OFFERS
FOR SALE OVER 1,500,000 ACRES SELECTED FARMING AND WOOD
LANDS, IN TRACTS OF FORTY ACRES AND UPWARDS TO SUIT
PURCHASERS, ON LONG CREDITS AND AT LOW RATES OF INTEREST.... Chicago: Illinois Central Rail Road Office, 1857. 80pp. plus illustrations
and two maps. Frontis. Original pictorial wrappers. Light scattered foxing. Near
fine. In a half blue cloth slipcase.
An advertisement for available lands along the railroad across the state of Illinois.
The two maps depict a comprehensive national railroad map as well as a detailed
view of the Illinois railroad system. The Illinois Central Railroad lands run along
the system’s two lines: one running north and south through the center of the
state, and the other branching northward toward Chicago from Centralia. The
text provides much agricultural and geological information, as well as information about the cost of moving to Chicago and the prices of products, fuel, and
fencing. Buck shows that several similar publications were issued by the railroad
from 1855 to the early 1870s. There is another issue of this 1857 publication
with a Boston imprint, but this Chicago edition is scarcer. An excellent overview
of the railroad’s push across the Midwest.
BYRD 2683. ANTE-FIRE IMPRINTS 263. BUCK 559.
$500.

Kansas Railroad Routes
9. [Kansas]: RAILROAD MAP OF KANSAS – 1909. [Topeka: Merriam Mortgage Company, 1909]. Folding color map, 30 x 20½ inches, tipped to original
blue stiff wrappers and backed with linen. Very good.
An excellent and detailed railroad map of Kansas, displaying routes for twentyfour Kansas railroads, including the Union Pacific.
$350.

A Four-Foot Panorama of Fort Riley in 1928
10. [Kansas Photographica]: 60th F.A. BRIGADE CAMP WHITSIDE. FT.
RILEY 1928. Manhattan, Ks.: O.W. Holt, 1928. Panoramic photograph, 8 x 47¾
inches. Minor creasing, light surface wear and soiling. Very good.
An evocative bird’s-eye panoramic view of the 60th Field Artillery Brigade at Camp
Whitside (or Whiteside) at Fort Riley, Kansas between the world wars, in 1928.
The image shows the breadth of the unit’s encampment, with hundreds of tents
and dozens of wood-shingled barracks, among other buildings. A few vehicles
dot the landscape, and a railroad stretches horizontally behind the camp. Sparse
settlements beyond Fort Riley can be seen in the distance. The image was taken
by O.W. Holt, a noted Kansas photographer based in Manhattan. Holt produced
similar panoramas for Fort Riley during this period, along with panoramas of
various subjects at other locations in Kansas, namely his home base of Manhattan,
Camp Funston, Lawrence, and Pawnee.
$600.

Thrilling Tales of the Black Hills, Inscribed by the “Sky Pilot”
11. Loocke, Carl H.: SCOUTING IN THE BLACK HILLS. Custer, S.D.: The
Chronicle Shop, 1935. 102,[2]pp., including photographic illustrations. Original
suede-texture pictorial wrappers. Loocke’s name inscribed on front wrapper; Library of Congress duplicate stamp on verso of front wrapper. Text block detached
from wrappers. Small tear to upper edge of titlepage, occasional fingerprint stains
to pages. Overall, very good.
A presentation copy, inscribed: “To you old Scout from The ‘Sky Pilot,’ [i.e. Carl
Loocke] 1935.” Dedicated to “the American Boy of red blood and adventure who
sees always the beautiful and worthwhile things in life” (p.[5]), this is a warm
and folksy introduction to the Black Hills of South Dakota for Boy Scouts and
others coming to the region. Carl Loocke promises it all: “A dventure did you
say – Indians, cowboys and Gold? Yes we have all of that – just come with me.”
And he delivers, recounting the history of the Black Hills and Dakota Territory,
stories of Indian warriors (noting that American Indians are the “true Americans”),
cattle drives, Custer’s campaigns, Deadwood and the gold rush, and then more
recent developments, such as Mount Rushmore (which was under construction as
Loocke was writing) and recent developments in aviation. Loocke had a colorful
life himself. Originally from New Jersey, he moved west at seventeen to follow
his dream of becoming a cowboy. After time on the ranch, he found a new calling, was ordained to the ministry, and served multiple parishes throughout South
Dakota by biplane, earning the moniker “Sky Pilot.” He was also a Scoutmaster,
historian, and inventor – receiving a patent for an aircraft that merged the maneuverability of a plane with the stable lift of a dirigible; he called it the “AeroZep,” and casually includes information on it towards the end of the book. This
book is scarce, this is the only copy we have seen at auction, and the first time
we have handled this title.
JENNEWEIN 181.
$600.

Guide for American Travellers in Mexico
12. [Mexico]: GUIDE FOR TOURISTS AND STRANGERS IN MEXICO.
COMPLIMENTS OF THE YOUNG MEN’S CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION...
CITY OF MEXICO [wrapper title]. Mexico City: “Gante Press,” Calle de Gante
No. 5, 1894. 34pp. plus twenty photographic plates interspersed throughout. Printed
slip laid in. Original printed orange wrappers. Mild discoloration, minor edge
wear to wrappers, ink stamp of “E.P. Gaston General Secretary” on front wrapper.
Bottom corner of first text leaf a bit chipped, very occasional foxing. Very good.
A rare Mexico travel guide published in English by the Mexico City chapter of
the Young Men’s Christian Association (YMCA) in the last decade of the 19th
century. The text includes information on the history of Mexico City, hotels,
interesting sights around Mexico, railways, streetcars, useful Spanish words and
phrases, and more information helpful to the sightseer. Quite a bit of the text is
comprised of information on various railroads, and the numerous photographic
plates were all taken from train cars. These photographs feature locations such
as the Antigua River, the bridge over the Atoyac River, Metlac Bridge, Infiernillo
Canyon, the Queretaro Aqueduct, the Falls of Juanacatlan, Choy Bridge and Choy
Cave, the Laja Valley, the Cathedral at Morella, an island on Lake Patzcuaro,
Monterey with Saddle Mountain in the background, and numerous views of the
countryside or “near” notable sights. The handful of advertisements tout the
American Restaurant, the Union Evangelical Church, the Presbyterian Mission,
and Trinity Methodist Episcopal Church. There are two advertisements for W.G.
Walz Co. of Mexico City, purveyors of “Mexican and Indian Curiosities” and rare
books gathered from “libraries of extinct Convents and Monasteries in Mexico and
from other sources....” The Mexico City YMCA promoted itself as a gathering
spot for English-speaking tourists. OCLC records just four copies of the work,
at Yale, the University of New Mexico, Vanderbilt, and the University of Texas
at Austin. A delightful and informative guide for visitors to Mexico in 1894.
OCLC 20681299.
$950.

Early Automobile Routes
13. [Minnesota]: HUBBARD COUNTY MINNESOTA. Minneapolis: Hudson
Map Company, [n.d., ca. 1925]. 35¾ x 20¾ inches, with details in red ink. Backed
by linen. Later notes in grey or green pencil. Very good.
A very detailed map of Hubbard County, in north-central Minnesota. Most importantly, the routes of several early highways are shown, including Minnesota
Trunk highways 19 and 4, and U.S. 71, providing an early representation of these
automobile routes. The lakes and rivers of the popular vacation region are also
shown, including Big and Little Mantrap lakes, Bad Axe Lake, and Skunk Lake.
Not on OCLC. Scarce.
$125.

A collection of wonderfully candid
photos of rural life in and around
Hastings, Nebraska in the early 20th
century. Photo captions are compiled in typed lists at the beginning
of each album, identifying the people
and animals photographed, and very
often the location and date as well.
The albums and accompanying lists
of captions present a comprehensive
view of the life of a family and its
extended circle of friends and relations in rural Nebraska, depicting
life on the farm, in town, and at play.

With Detailed Information on the People and Places Pictured
14. [Nebraska Photographica]: [PAIR OF ALBUMS CONTAINING NEARLY
500 PHOTOGRAPHS OF FARM AND FAMILY LIFE IN NEBRASKA IN
THE EARLY 20th CENTURY]. [Various places in Nebraska, Colorado, Kansas,
and Iowa, see below. 1910-1929. 486 photographs, ranging in size from 1½ x 2¾
to 2¾ x 41½ inches, the majority 2½ x 4 inches. Plus seven pages of newspaper
clippings (mostly poems) at the end of the first volume. Two volumes. Small oblong
folios. Volume 1: Textured green cloth boards secured with green cord. Volume
2: Black cloth boards. Some wear and soiling to boards of both volumes; some
photos with minor fading or warping, but most very well-preserved. Very good.

The photos depict daily life in the
midst of farming and ranching, featuring a wide cast of subjects from
a number of families. While it is
not clear who assembled the albums,
the names Manthei, Sasse, Binfield,
How, and Stonehocker appear most
frequently. They all feature in photos
together, in fine and casual dress,
sharing meals, riding horses, swimming, drinking, and playing music.
There are also a surprising number
of photos of the local children – even
a tea party with the local dolls and
stuffed animals. Several photo sequences depict trips out of town, to
small towns in Colorado, Kansas and
Iowa. Farming scenes depict automobiles and trucks, tractors, alfalfa, kafir, oats,
melons, corn, beets, and wheat, along with scenes of the families caring for pigs,
chickens, turkeys, sheep, and cows.
Other photos feature an auto show; “Jimmy Ward’s airoplane” and the circus in
Hastings, replete with an elephant parade; a train wreck near Stratton, Colorado;
the Armistice Day parade in Hastings, ice skating, a chicken named Charletta
sitting on a scale, and several pictures of Dick, the cat. The mood is frequently
jovial, showcasing family and friends who seem to have clearly enjoyed each
other’s company.
A comprehensive and surprisingly personal look at western farm life.

$1100.

Panoramic Photograph of Lovelock, by a Nevada Photographer
15. [Nevada Photographica]: LOVELOCK, NEV. AUG 17th 1913. [N.p., but
Nevada]: N.E. Johnson, [ca. 1913]. Panoramic photograph, 8 x 40 inches. Minor
wear, light creasing, later ownership ink inscription on verso. Very good.
An early 20th-century panoramic photograph of the as-yet-unincorporated town
of Lovelock, Nevada taken in August 1913. The image shows the sweep of the
downtown area, with various businesses easily identifiable by their signs. These
include “The Anchorage,” Zunini and Faretto General Hardware, the Central
Saloon, “The Ranch,” German Beer Hall, the Northern Cafe, Bank Bar (serving
Fredericksburg Beer), “The Grand,” Owl Bar, Big Meadows Hotel (owned by town
founder George Lovelock), a Levi Strauss store, and the Lovelock Mercantile
Company. Train tracks and two train cars are at foreground left, which at the
time was called Railway Street (now called West Broadway). A church steeple
and numerous residences fill in the background, while the distant background
shows the low-level mountains of the Tobin Range.
Lovelock is located in west-central Nevada, in the vicinity of the old Humboldt
Trail to California, and is now serviced by Interstate 80. The town first formed

when the Central Pacific Railroad built lines through the area in 1868. George
Lovelock provided eighty-five acres for the railroad and built the depot that would
also bear his name, along with the town that grew up around it. Lovelock was
incorporated in 1917 and became the seat of Pershing County in 1919. Over the
course of its history, Lovelock was a center for mining and agriculture, as well
as a site known for gambling and prostitution, though all of the town’s brothels
are now closed. The population in the 2010 census was 2,236, and it remains a
hub for the distribution of agricultural products from the surrounding region.
The photographer, Ned E. Johnson, produced photographs for towns all across
Nevada, including Rhyolite, Rochester, Indian Springs, Las Vegas, Goldfield,
Weepah, and Black Canyon. He also published at least two well-known souvenir
photographic books of Nevada towns, namely Rawhide and Tonopah.
No copies of this photograph appear in OCLC, though OCLC does report single
copies of six other Ned E. Johnson panoramas of Nevada or Arizona locations,
all at Yale.
$1250.

subjects of the photographs range widely
around the city of Cleveland, showing stores,
factories, warehouses, breweries, foundries,
welding companies, and much more, along
with residences, railroads, bridges, undeveloped or underdeveloped areas, and scenes
along the Cuyahoga River. The images are
often populated with residents, sometimes
posing for the photographer, and are also
interesting for the automobiles, advertisements, and other tertiary subject matter
contained in them. The annotations describe
the subjects and locations of the photographs,
with streets delineated on one or both sides
of buildings. The annotations also include
address designations, along with parcel numbers for the associated plots of land.

Documenting Rapid Urban Growth in Cleveland
16. [Ohio Photographica]: [Urban Development]: [SUBSTANTIAL COLLECTION OF ANNOTATED PHOTOGRAPHS PERTAINING TO THE
DEVELOPMENT OF CLEVELAND, OHIO DURING THE 1920s]. [Cleveland: Printed by the Fowler and Slater Co., 1922-1924]. 161 black-and-white glossy
Kodak prints, each 5 x 7 inches. Each photograph with an inventory number and
often a date in white printed in the negative, and with further manuscript notes
in black ink in the lower margin or on the photograph itself. Minor rubbing and
edge wear. Very good plus.
An engaging and useful collection of photographs with often extensive annotations
in the image area, documenting the development of Cleveland in the 1920s. The

The intention of the photographs is not
entirely clear, and would be an interesting
research project for scholars of urban development, specifically in early 20th-century
Ohio. We believe that the likely purpose of
the photographs relates to some form of a
real estate development project in Cleveland,
or real estate purchasing. One of the largest
construction and redevelopment projects
in Cleveland in the 1920s was the Union
Terminal and Terminal Tower, which resulted in the closing of the Diebolt Brewing
Company (pictured here); perhaps the collection relates to that monumental project.
The photographs could have also served a
municipal function such as defining political districts, construction, rezoning, or
property taxation. However, with the explosion of growth and construction in
Cleveland in the decade of the Roaring Twenties, the photographs most likely
relate to the city’s development or redevelopment.
Aside from the original intent of the compiler, the photographs themselves provide
an important and extensive survey of the city of Cleveland in the early 1920s.
Many of the buildings and residences pictured here are long gone, along with the
people, automobiles, advertising billboards, and undeveloped areas in the photographs. The photographs were taken and produced by the Fowler and Slater
Company, a prominent Cleveland photography studio founded in the city in 1895.
A valuable and insightful collection of annotated photographs of the city of
Cleveland at the outset of a period of rapid change.
$3250.

Unrecorded Broadside Announcing Oklahoma Statehood
17. [Oklahoma]: FORT SMITH & WESTERN R. R. CO. ST. LOUIS, EL
RENO & WESTERN RY. CO. STATEHOOD IS ASSURED INAUGURAL
CEREMONIES WILL BE HELD AT GUTHRIE, OKLAHOMA.... Fort
Smith, Ar.: Hammond P’tg Co., [1907]. Broadside, 11½ x 7¾ inches. Old folds.
Tanned, two small holes in lower corners, two chips in bottom edge and two chips
in upper edge (some of these likely from posting), not affecting text. Three tape
repairs on verso. Good.
An unrecorded broadside promoting the 1907 celebration of Oklahoma’s new
statehood, and announcing special rates on two railroad lines offering transportation to the event.
On the morning of November 16, 1907, President Theodore Roosevelt signed the
Oklahoma statehood proclamation, creating the new state from the Indian and
Oklahoma territories. The signing at the White House was a brief affair, with
little ceremony. The same could not be said for the celebration held at Guthrie,
the new capital of what had become the forty-sixth state. Ceremonies were held
at Guthrie at noon on November 16, which included a mock wedding ceremony
performed at the city library, in which “Mr. Oklahoma” proposed marriage to “Miss
Indian Territory” (portrayed by Anna Trainor Bennett of Muskogee, who was of
Cherokee descent). The events in Guthrie drew a crowd estimated at between
25,000 and 35,000 people, and the wedding ceremony was officiated by the Rev.
W.H. Dodson. The new state flag was raised at Guthrie’s high school and the
new governor, Democrat Charles N. Haskell, was sworn in. Celebrations were
held throughout the state on November 16, including a parade in downtown Tulsa.
The present broadside advertises special rates on the Fort Smith & Western Railroad, as well as the El Reno & Western Railway. Round trip tickets were on sale
on November 15 and 16, with returns good through November 17. For further
information interested parties are directed to railroad agent J.J. Gibson. This
broadside was printed in Forth Smith, Arkansas, a distance of some 200 miles
from Guthrie, and is indicative of the widespread interest in Oklahoma statehood
and its attendant celebrations throughout the region.
We can find no record of this broadside on OCLC or any other source. It is apparently unrecorded, marking the festivities and arrangements for a seminal day
in Oklahoma history.
$2500.

Detailed Railroad Map
18. [Pennsylvania]: Barnes, R.L.: BARNES’S RAIL ROAD, CANAL & COUNTY MAP OF PENNSYLVANIA NEW JERSEY & ADJOINING STATES.
Pennsylvania: R.L. Barnes, 1865. Engraved folding pocket map, 26 x 36 inches.
Publisher’s blindstamped cloth, gilt, rebacked. Corners worn. Handful of minor
separations at crossfolds. Very good.
A detailed large-format railroad map of Pennsylvania and New Jersey divided by
counties, with some representation of southern New York (including Manhattan,
Staten Island, Brooklyn, and Long Island), Delaware, northern Virginia, and

northeastern West Virginia. Lake Erie appears at top left and bottom right shows
the Delaware Bay and Atlantic Ocean. The Allegheny River and its headwaters in
Venango County are outlined in red, “probably indicating oil activity,” according
to David Rumsey. The pastedown of the binding contains a population table of
Pennsylvania broken down by counties, with the total population of the state tallied at the bottom, which in 1865 totaled 2,906,370 people (the population today
sits just under 13,000,000). Rare, with only three copies in OCLC, at Harvard,
the American Antiquarian Society, and the British Library.
$750.

board, “Aloha Hawaii” stamped in black, brown cord
binding. Presentation inscription on first leaf. Some
wear to extremities, front hinge just starting to crack.
A few photos mildly rumpled but overall extremely
well-preserved. Very good.
An engaging album depicting an eerily peaceful Hawaii
in the days leading up to and during the American
participation in World War II in the Pacific. Prepared
by Charles Ryan for Viola Suhar (inscribed to her
and with her address written beneath the Trader Vic’s
certificate), the album begins with Ryan’s “Trading
License” from Trader Vic’s in Honolulu (dated October 21, 1943). It then proceeds directly to twenty
photos of planes at “Hickem” (i.e. Hickam) Field
in Honolulu, the principal Army Air Force base in
Hawaii during the war. These photos were likely
taken before the attack on Pearl Harbor, as Hickam
sustained substantial damage during that attack. Then
follows numerous tourist photos of Hawaii, many annotated with location. Included are several photos of
“hula girls,” surfers, shots of downtown Honolulu,
beaches, mountains, and landmarks such as Lau Yee
Chai Chinese restaurant, the Chamberlain House
(Ka Hale Kamalani), Iolani Palace, Waikiki Beach,
and the Aloha Tower. In the midst of this are nine
uncaptioned photos (apparent reproductions) of ships
under attack and one of sailors escorting caskets.

Hawaii in the Early Years of World War II
19. Ryan, Charles: [Hawaii Photographica]: [PHOTOGRAPH ALBUM OF
HAWAII CREATED BY U.S. NAVY SAILOR CHARLES RYAN, 1941-43,
SHOWING SCENES AROUND THE ISLANDS, AND THE UNITED
STATES MILITARY PRESENCE]. Hawaii. 1941-1943. 240 photographs,
including twenty-seven photo postcards, 2½ x 3½ to 8 x 10 inches, the majority
2¾ x 4½ inches, corner-mounted; one certificate. Oblong folio. Textured brown
cloth with gilt stamps of American eagle with shield and palm trees on front

Also included are several photos (including one handcolored image) of sailors relaxing on the beach, at
Camp Andrews, and at “The Breakers,” the Navy beach
club in Waikiki; sailors at work and doing laundry;
and then two sets of photos (one set enlarged) of a
particular sailor, with one of him on a motorcycle
and the second with his shirt open and tattoos visible,
which are presumably of Charles Ryan. Finally, there
are nine photos of the Church of Latter Day Saints
Temple in Laie, outside of Honolulu, including a large (8 x 10 inches) image of
the entire site. It seems unlikely that Ryan was a Mormon (considering the tattoos and the visit to Trader Vic’s), so perhaps this was simply part of his travels
throughout Hawaii. Ryan was almost certainly in the military, most likely the
Navy, but we could not find conclusive evidence of his service. Viola Suhar was
a teacher in Perth Amboy, New Jersey, and likely Charles’ sweetheart (we did find
a Viola Ryan working as a teacher in Perth Amboy in the 1950s).
A carefully-assembled view of a calm Hawaii against the backdrop of war.
$1250.

Selling Lots in Bernal Heights
20. [San Francisco]: MAP OF THE DE BOOM TRACT AS SUBDIVIDED
INTO 198 LOTS. San Francisco: Bosqui Engraving Co., [ca. 1887]. Folding
map, 17 x 16¾ inches, within border on a slightly larger sheet. Three closed tears
at folds, one ¾-inch tear in map. Some wear around edges. In good condition.
A map showing the 198 real estate lots, with their dimensions in feet, of the “De
Boom Tract” in the present-day Bernal Heights section of San Francisco. The
subdivision was designed by Vitus Wackenreuder in May 1887. The area is com-

posed of eleven square block segments, bordered on the north by the San Jose
Railroad and St. Mary’s Avenue, on the south by the “Spring Valley Homestead,”
to the east by Mission Street, and to the west by Castro Street. Bosworth Street
bisects the area, running from east to west, and the tract is also intersected by
Rotteck, Rousseau, Milton, Cuvier, and Marsily streets. The location of St. Mary’s
College and the Bernal train depot are also shown. OCLC locates only one copy,
at the University of California, Berkeley. Scarce.
OCLC 24778100.
$600.

“The Shortest and Quickest Route
to Points in Missouri, Arkansas and Texas”
21. [St. Louis, Iron Mountain & Southern Railway]: IMPORTANT TO
ALL! BOUND FOR THE HAPPY LANDS! LOW RATES TO ARKANSAS
AND MISSOURI VIA SAINT LOUIS OVER THE POPULAR ST. LOUIS,
IRON MOUNTAIN & SOUTHERN R’Y THE SHORTEST AND QUICKEST ROUTE TO POINTS IN MISSOURI, ARKANSAS AND TEXAS.... St.
Louis: Jno. McKittrick & Co., [ca. 1880]. Broadside, 21 x 6½ inches. Old center
horizontal fold, small chip to left edge, slight wrinkling. Very good. Matted and
shrink-wrapped.
An attractive broadside promotional for the St. Louis, Iron Mountain & Southern Railway, with a large engraving in the center depicting the route from St.
Louis, through Arkansas and into Texas, beneath a train wheel bearing wings
about which the motto “Bound for the happy lands” appears, all in the center of
a circle of stars. A schedule of ticket costs for various routes is included, as well
as a pitch directed at homesteaders regarding the purchase of government lands.
The names of three land agents are listed at bottom – one in Missouri, one in
Illinois, and one in Arkansas.
The railway touts their “large grant of lands from the United States Government,
embracing all varieties of soil and timber adapted to Farming, Fruit Growing
and Grazing purposes....Immigrants can locate on railroad land in well improved
neighborhoods, having Roads, Mills, Churches and Schools, and peopled by honest and industrious citizens, who will give a cordial welcome to all good people
coming among them.”
Only six copies in OCLC spread over four records, located at Yale, SMU, Michigan, the University of Texas at Arlington, Truman State, and the University of
Missouri at St. Louis.
OCLC 22160865, 166641127, 702349761, 761878887.
$500.

Clicking on any item – text or image – will take you to our website
for easy ordering and to view any additional images.

Train Transport and a New Store Alleviate Fears of Civil War Shortages
22. Stark, J.N.: GOOD NEWS FOR ALL. NEW CASH STORE AT OLIVE
GREEN. FRESH GOODS AT PRICES SUITED TO THE WAR TIMES
[caption title]. Cincinnati: Times Print, [ca. 1861]. Illustrated broadside, approximately 25¼ x 18¾ inches. Small dampstain in upper right corner. Soft horizontal
fold, minimal wear, slight chips at corners. Very good.
A charming and attractively-illustrated advertisement for a new general store
opening in Olive Green in Delaware County, in central Ohio at the outbreak
of the Civil War. The overall message of the broadside is interesting in that it
seeks to reassure customers that despite the potential fear of shortages caused
by the Civil War, “fresh goods at prices suited to the war times” would still be
readily available.
In the large woodcut in the center of the broadside, a crowd gathers around an
arriving train, exclaiming: “A large stock has been received by J.N. Stark. It is
astonishing at what low prices he is now enabled to sell Goods. Well this arrival
beats them all; I’ll give him a call.” The train belches a plume of black smoke and
a sign on one of the cars reads: “Liquors, Groceries, Farming Utensils, &c, &c,
just arrived.” It appears as though someone has attempted to cross-out the word
“liquors.” Stark promises (with apparent contradiction) that “Country Produce of
all kinds taken in payment for Merchandise.... Buying and selling for cash alone,
I am enabled to give customers as good bargains as they can find anywhere else in
the country.” Among the goods offered are “hardware, glassware, clothing, notions, boots, shoes, hats, caps, stationery, wooden and queensware” all to be sold
from a “well furnished store.” The woodcut is arranged between text composed
of large, bold wooden type. The town of Olive Green did not survive long, and
has been unincorporated territory in Ohio for some time.
The commercial firm that created the broadside, Frazer & Denis (their name
is featured in the woodcut) was most active mainly in the early 1850s, producing everything from circus posters to views of Cincinnati buildings and other
businesses; the “Times Print, Cincinnati” imprint was used from about 1861 to
1880. Frazer & Denis tout themselves in the Cincinnati Business Mirror of 1852
as specializing in “Designing and engraving on wood....Our establishment is the
largest in the west, and our facilities such that we are enabled to execute work
on the shortest notice, in the first style of art.” James N. Stark (1823-1899) was
listed as a wealthy merchant in Delaware County in the 1860 census.
A rare broadside, with no copies listed in OCLC. A copy (likely this same one)
was offered by Ernest Wessen’s Midland Books, for $7 in 1959.
MIDLAND NOTES 74:390.
$1250.

With a Folding Map
23. Stevens, Walter B.: THE OZARK UPLIFT AND STATISTICAL INFORMATION CONCERNING THE ZINC AND LEAD MINING INDUSTRIES. St. Louis. 1900. 71,[1]pp. plus twenty-four double-sided halftone
illustrated plates and two large folding maps. Original printed brown wrappers,
stamped in orange and dark brown. Minor wear to wrappers. Tears in map expertly
repaired. Very good.

A promotional publication whose text primarily reprints a column
entitled The Ozark Uplift (a reference to the geology of the region)
that appeared in the St. Louis Daily Globe-Democrat in September
and October of 1899, and contains much information on zinc and
lead mining activities. The folding frontispiece includes four maps,
showing the Joplin Lead and Zinc District; Christian, Douglas, Stone,
Taney and Ozark counties; Aurora, Mo.; and the mining district of
Boone, Marion, Newton and Searcy counties in Northern Arkansas.
It also includes an advertisement announcing 75,000 acres of land
for sale in Missouri and Arkansas which states “in presenting these
four maps, embodying that number of mineral districts most conveniently reached via the Frisco Line, an attempt has been made to designate, as
clearly as the space will permit, the difference water courses, mining properties,
transportation facilities and other information to the intending miner or investor.” The second map shows the St. Louis & San Francisco rail lines in Missouri,
Kansas, Arkansas, Oklahoma and Texas. The photographic plates are a mixture
of full-page, half-page, third-page, and photocollages of the mines and mining
locations in Missouri, Kansas, and Arkansas. A scarce western promotional work
focused on mining along the Frisco Line.
OCLC 12293513.
$350.

Traffic Guide for the Forth Worth Area,
with Over Eighty Pages of Local Advertisements
24. [Texas]: TARRANT COUNTY SHERIFF’S OFFICE TRAFFIC MANUAL
[wrapper title]. [N.p., likely Fort Worth: ca. 1953-1959]. 73pp. including in-text
illustrations and advertisements, plus another [45]pp. of advertisements, including notice to retail merchants. Original printed blue wrappers, stapled. Wrappers
faded, significant edge wear, small chips to spine. Interior slightly tanned but
otherwise clean. Good plus.
A very scarce illustrated 1950s traffic guide from the Fort Worth area. Automobile
fatalities were on the rise in the period, and this manual lays out the importance
of learning the rules of the road in no uncertain terms: “A more pitiful sight does
not exist than that of the broken body of a child lying in the road, stricken down
while riding a bicycle or playing in the street...remember, this could be YOUR
child.” Otherwise, the manual prints general advice, the rules for right of way
and hand signaling (with illustrations), and prints the text of relevant laws.
At least two thirds of this booklet, however, is filled with hundreds of printed
ads for all manner of goods and services. One particularly unapologetic ad from
the Texas Wine & Liquor Company reads: “Somewhere along the line the Splash
Publicity given the Drunk or ‘Hot Rod’ operator has been ballooned way out of
proportion to the true facts...let’s be fair, it is more than that few who are the
blame for our constantly rising fatality across the country. It is small like failure
to dim your lights, refusing to give the right of way, passing on a blind curve,
failure to signal, and all the common garden variety violations that are causing
the steady climb in fatalities.” Also contains a notice from the printers “To Our
Retail Merchants” warning businesses to be on the lookout for fake checks in
accordance with “KNOW YOUR ENDORSER” campaign of the U.S. Secret
Service, which began during the Second World War. OCLC locates only one
copy of this manual, at the Fort Worth Public Library.
OCLC 28013666.
$375.

Getting Around the West, by Train, Wagon, and Steamboat
25. Turner, T.G. and C.E.: TURNER’S GUIDE FROM THE LAKES TO
THE ROCKY MOUNTAINS...INCLUDING A HISTORICAL AND STATISTICAL ACCOUNT OF THE RAILROADS OF THE COUNTRY,
TOWNS AND CITIES ALONG THE ROUTE, AND NOTICES OF THE
CONNECTING ROADS AND ROUTES. Chicago: Spalding and LaMontes,
1868. 288pp. including many illustrated advertisements. Colored frontis. Original
green cloth, spine gilt, edges red. Corners bumped, extremities a bit rubbed. Later
ownership ink stamps on endleaves. Light dampstaining in upper gutter margin,
heavier toward end of volume. Minor foxing. About very good.

An extensive guide to travel from Cleveland and
Chicago to the Missouri River, through Nebraska,
Wyoming, and the Rocky Mountains via a number
of railroads, including the Cleveland and Toledo,
Michigan Southern and Northern Indiana, Chicago
and North-Western, Union Pacific, and Pacific and
Sioux City Railroad. Included are chapters on early
explorations in the West, railroads, steamboat travel, manufactures, and general
capabilities and prospects for the West. Pages 213-232 are devoted to Wyoming,
including an early description of Cheyenne and towns in the Black Hills. The
last twenty pages contain ads (many of them illustrated) for merchants, real estate
agents, attorneys, bankers, etc. from all over Nebraska, Wyoming Territory, Iowa,
and Indiana. The colored frontispiece depicts a Studebaker Wagon. A lively
western travel book. Howes lists a gazetteer of the St. Joseph valley by Turner
published in 1867, but not the present work. Chicago Ante-Fire Imprints locates
only four copies (CSmH, DLC, IC, ICH). Scarce.
CHICAGO ANTE-FIRE IMPRINTS 1414. GRAFF 4211. EBERSTADT 114:804.
$1000.

8 x 10 inches each, mounted on linen
and bound in two volumes. Oblong small
folios. Black pebbled vinyl, secured by
brads. Moderate wear to covers, a few
photos creased at edge and most starting
to curl, linen backing fraying on some
photos, but overall very good.
A collection of striking promotional
photographs created to enhance Union
Pacific Railroad travel brochures. This
collection is focused almost exclusively
on the Western United States. The
first volume consists primarily of campus photos of western universities, with
captions in pencil on the verso. Photographs portray the Universities of
Nebraska, Oregon, Wyoming, Colorado,
Denver, Kansas, Idaho, and Montana;
Oregon, Washington, Montana, and
Kansas State Universities; and finally
Stanford University, College of Idaho,
Midland College (Nebraska), Doane
College, and Creighton University. The
last five photos are images of entrees,
perhaps for dinner menus on western
routes. A number of these photos are
stamped “Please Credit Union Pacific
Railroad Photo” on the verso.

UPRR Promotional Photographs of Colorado and Western Universities
26. [Union Pacific Railroad]: [TWO ALBUMS OF OFFICIAL FILE PHOTOGRAPHS FROM THE UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD IN THE IMMEDIATE
POST-WORLD WAR II ERA, SHOWING SCENES AROUND COLORADO,
AND IMAGES OF UNIVERSITIES IN THE WEST]. [Various places in the
American West, as described below below. Late 1940s]. Sixty-nine photographs,

The second volume is composed exclusively of scenes from Colorado, with
typed captions on the verso. There are
images from Rocky Mountain National
Park more broadly, including Alberta
Falls, Pike’s Peak Railway, and the Hidden Inn, but the majority are in and
around Colorado Springs. There are
shots of the Broadmoor and Antlers
Hotels, downtown Colorado Springs,
Seven Falls, Garden of the Gods, Cheyenne Mountain Zoo, Cheyenne Mountain
Lodge, and Will Rogers Shrine. The album then moves to southwestern Colorado,
with images of Ridgway, scenes along the Million Dollar Highway, Steamboat
Springs, San Juan Mountains, and Silverton and Molas Lake. A number of these
photos are also stamped on the verso with Union Pacific stamps, these specifically
mentioning the Public Relations Department in Los Angeles and including the
identification number of the negative.
$1000.

Rail Versus Roads in the Post-World War I Pacific Northwest
27. [Washington State]: RAND-McNALLY INDEXED POCKET MAP AND
SHIPPERS’ GUIDE OF WASHINGTON.... Chicago & New York: Rand
McNally & Co., [1919]. 54,[8]pp., plus folding map, 21 x 28 inches, printed on
both sides of the sheet. 12mo. Original printed wrappers. Minor soiling and edge
wear, bottom corner of front wrapper chipped. Map detached, with a minor chip
at the margin and minor wrinkling. Overall very good.
A useful guide to Washington State at an important time in its development, with
a detailed map of the state showing railroads, main highways and other routes.

The map is printed on both sides of a large sheet, with one side concentrated on
automobile routes and the opposite side featuring railroad lines, representing the
burgeoning competition between the two major modes of transportation in early
20th-century America. Most of the text comprises an Index of towns keyed to the
map, with hundreds of locations listed, and with notes on electrification, nearby
railroads, “Indian Reservations,” and more. Rare, with only one copy recorded
in OCLC, in the Rand-McNally collection at the Newberry Library.
OCLC 1001342764.
$300.

World War I Conscientious Objector’s Diary of Service in France
28. [Woerner, Emil Milton]: [DIARY OF AN AMERICAN CONSCIENTIOUS
OBJECTOR SERVING IN A FIELD HOSPITAL ON THE WESTERN
FRONT IN THE FINAL YEAR OF WORLD WAR I, INCLUDING IN
SUPPORT OF THE MEUSE-ARGONNE OFFENSIVE]. [France. ca. April
3, 1918 – May 29, 1919]. [73]pp. of manuscript in pencil and ink. 24mo. Black
split-grain calf. Moderate wear to boards and extremities, occasional light soiling.
78th Infantry Division lightning bolt fabric insignia mounted on center leaf, three
flowers pressed between leaves, newspaper clipping in rear pocket. Very good.
A compelling diary by Emil Milton Woerner, recounting his service with a mobile
field hospital on the Western Front during World War I. Apparently drafted,
Woerner (1894-1968) reported for duty with Company “A” of the 311th Infantry
Regiment at Camp Dix, New Jersey on April 3, 1918. Although he does not go
into detail about his beliefs in this diary, Woerner was a conscientious objector,
and a few days after his arrival, he requested a “transfer to medical or other
non-combat branch of service....” He was referred to the captain, who tried to
convince him that the infantry “was the ‘best and only’ branch of the service and
stated that my C.O. principles were pro-German. Gave him quite an argument
and he finally referred me to Col. Stokes in a written communication.”
After convincing the colonel he was serious, the process began; in the meantime,
Woerner applied for a “rear guard” position and was assigned as bookkeeper to the
supply sergeant, but this was not the transfer he was looking for. The lieutenants
kept trying to convince him to stay, and by mid-May, “Rumors of going abroad
were everywhere prevalent. Every other day saw an overseas inspection of some
kind.” Finally, on May 21, “Just two days before Co. A left for embarkation,
received my transfer to 309th Field Hospital, 303rd Sanitary Train.” The 303rd
Sanitary Train was part of the soon-to-be-renowned 78th Infantry Division, the
“Lightning Division,” which played a key role in the Meuse-Argonne offensive
during the final push of the war. Incidentally, the unit he was originally assigned
to (311th Infantry) was folded into the 78th Infantry, so it seems Woerner was
destined for this regiment.
His new hospital unit mobilized on June 3; they took trains to Jersey City, and
embarked on the massive Cunard ocean liner, the Mauretania. Although they
were packed into the former dining salon “like cattle,” Woerner writes that he
was able to stay above deck as they sailed through New York Harbor and saw “the
Statue of Liberty fade behind us....” They reached Liverpool on June 11, took
the train to Southampton, crossed the Channel to Le Havre, France, and then
took a train to Vitrey-sur-Mance in Haute-Saône, arriving June 18, 1918. They
remained for several weeks training and drilling, especially with gas masks, and
then action began. In early September, they marched and drove some 140km
north to “Tremblecourt in time to hear and see the first big American barrage
which started at 1:00 A.M. in St. Mihiel sector.”

Although Woerner had avoided infantry service, he did
not miss any of the horrors of war. From this point, his
entries are briefer and more disjointed, often just lists
of objects and people he encounters. On September
15, he writes: “Mortmere: German dugouts, railroads,
trenches, dead Americans and Germans, gas alarms all
nite, aeroplane battles, observation balloons.” The
next day, they proceed to Thiaucourt, which had just
been taken by American forces: “...arrived Thiaucourt
at 2:00 pm where we received our baptism of shell
fire....Shells every 5 minutes, hospital in dugout, slept
in dugouts. Nite of terror: shells, bombs, machine
guns and gas.” They kept moving along the front,
often setting up mobile hospitals only to pack up a
few hours later and move again to avoid new waves of
shelling. They were finally able to stop for a while
at St. Jacques, and “took over hillside dugouts for
hospital....Surgical hospital at N.T.S.W. Good sleeping, many patients, operations...sterilizing room.”
Two weeks later, they’re on the road again: “Left St.
Jacques, motor lorries for Verdun front...big barrage
on, held in reserve for div. entry.”
By October 12, Woerner and his troop are camped in the
Argonne Woods, listening “in on another big barrage.
Rumors of armistice and abdication of Kaiser. German
dugouts, dead, graves. Saw grave of ‘Werner.’ A few
days later, they reach Apremont where they “opened
Gen. Hospital and had beau coup patients immediately
after opening....Air battles, Mystery gun, Maj. Gen.
McRae’s visit [commander of 78th Infantry], Bombs,
Shelling.” Finally, on November 11: “Left on truck
for Braux St Remey. Passed thru Ste. Menchould and
heard that armistice had been signed.”
Woerner does not record much about the next seven months, but on May 15, he
writes, “Left at 5:00 P.M. on ‘Santa Barbara’ bound for the USA...Shower, Storms.”
They reached Camp Dix at 3am on May 29, and later that day, Woermer makes his
final entry: “Headed to Discharge Board at 1:00 P.M....” At the rear of the diary,
Woerner has gathered a series of addresses, including two pages of addresses from
individuals from Paris, followed by two pages of American addresses, and then a
nineteen page section titled, “Personnel of 309 Field Hospital.” The addresses
are all written in different hands, presumably by the individuals themselves.
World War I was the first time the federal government had to deal directly with
the issue of conscientious objection to military service. The government did not

allow men to hire a substitute or pay a commutation
fee as they had in the past. The Selective Service
Act of 1917 made allowances for conscientious objectors, but only for those who were members of a
“well-recognized religious sect...whose existing creed
or principles forbid its members to participate in war
in any form....” Because of the ambiguous wording
of the Act, draft boards were often arbitrary in whom
they classified as C.O.s. The biggest problem though,
was the lack of alternative service opportunities, since
those who received C.O. status were not exempt from
military service. Solutions varied from base to base,
and it was not until March 1918 that President Wilson formally defined noncombatancy as service in
the Medical, Quartermaster, or Engineering Corps.
Emil Woerner did not sign his name to this diary and
offered precious few clues to his identity. However,
internal evidence has led to an identification of this
diary as his. One entry in May, 1918 offers good
clues to the author’s identity. He spent a weekend on
leave from Camp Dix, at home with “Ma, Pa, Karl &
M.E.Z....Asked M.E.Z. to wait until I returned to civil
life before entering into matrimony and she asked for
time to consider. Walked to the station with M.E.Z.
and had the last glance of Netherwood I was to have
for some time.” This suggests that the author lived
near Netherwood Station in Plainfield, New Jersey,
had living parents and a brother named Karl. In his
second entry after arriving at Camp Dix, April 7, 1918,
the diarist wrote “Sent an original joke to Judge.”
Judge was a weekly humor magazine which offered
modest prizes to soldiers whose jokes were published.
Knowing his regiment, a search for “311th” turned
up a joke in the May 4, 1918 issue which won the $5
grand prize. The soldier was Private E.M. Woerner of the right company and
regiment-and it was a joke about a clueless rookie who had just arrived yesterday.
More research shows Woerner in the 1915 census with his parents and brother
Karl; he registered for the draft from Plainfield, N.J.; and the 1920 census found
him working in Manhattan as a salesman of silk hosiery, living with his wife,
Matilda E. Woerner, nee Zaisser.
A very interesting World War I diary of an American who – despite his moral
objections to the conflict – still saw plenty of action and carnage in France.
$1500.

Large Run of a Profusely Illustrated Regimental Magazine
29. [World War I]: THE SPIKER. PUBLISHED BY THE MEN OF THE
EIGHTEENTH ENGINEERS RAILWAY, U.S. ARMY. “Somewhere in France”:
Men of the Engineers Railway, U.S. Army, December 1917 to April 1919. Fourteen issues, each [24]pp., including numerous cartoons and illustrations. Quarto.
Original pictorial wrappers, stapled. Scattered light foxing and soiling, various
small marginal tears and chipping throughout, mostly without loss, large chip
with some text loss to final leaf of January 1919 issue. Overall very good.

Fourteen issues of the regimental magazine of the U.S. Army’s
Eighteenth Engineers Railway
Unit while stationed in France at
the end of World War I and following the armistice. The regiment published The Spiker while
they were deployed as Services of
Supply (SOS) troops in France.
The 18th was organized in the
state of Washington in May 1917,
then sent to France between August 1917 and April 1919. The
SOS was an arm of the American
Expeditionary Forces established
to maintain supply routes and
communications for American
forces in Europe. Headquartered
in Tours, France, they largely
worked on preparing France’s rail
system for American equipment
and supplies. Each issue of this
thoroughly illustrated magazine
features a cartoon on the front
wrapper and many more throughout, along with regimental news,
editorials, jokes, literature, and
other (mostly humorous) articles.
Aside from the ever-present “fish-out-of-water” humor generated by groups of
young American men mingling with the ever-so-cultured French, many of the
jokes skew more than a bit racist – and not only towards the Germans. Plenty of
“good-natured” jabs are made at the regiment’s Irish and Italian members, and
of course the segregated units deployed nearby. This run includes the issues
from Christmas 1917 and March 1918, and an uninterrupted run from May 1918
through the final issue in April 1919. A well-illustrated cornucopia of information about the daily lives and sentiments of American troops abroad during the
Great War.
$500.

Airplane Mechanics Preparing for World War I
30. [World War I Photographica]: 13th PROVISIONAL COMPANY, [U.S.
ARMY AIR SERVICE]. [Long Island, N.Y.?]: Pictorial News Co., 1918. Panoramic photograph, 11 x 39¾ inches, with title caption, publisher, and “No. 233”
written in negative in lower part of the image. With two-page “Duty Roster” in
envelope on verso. Framed. Wear to frame, minor water damage to left margin of
photo, slight creases along upper margin, small scrape to center-right of photo.
“Duty Roster” worn and chipped along several edges and with a few small holes
(from previous hanging). Overall very good.
A panoramic photo of the 13th Provisional Company, U.S. Army Air Service, a
specialized training unit for aircraft mechanics. The photo features 112 soldiers
in three rows (note the propeller insignia visible on several of the soldiers’ sleeves,
designating them as aviation mechanics). Four officers in campaign hats sit in
the middle of the front row. The accompanying typed “Duty Roster” divides
soldiers by “Sergeants,” “Cooks,” and “Privates,” with tent and cot numbers added
in manuscript. The officers are not included on the roster.
The Air Service started as the Air Service of the American Expeditionary Force in
1917, and then on May 24, 1918, merged with the Aviation Section, Signal Corps
of the U.S. Army to become the U.S. Army Air Service. The Air Service’s early
organization fluctuated substantially during World War I, with numerous units
(like this one) formed temporarily and then disbanded, renamed, or merged with
other units. There is no record of this unit in the Order of Battle of the United
States Land Forces in the World War, although extrapolating from personnel records
and oral histories, this unit was likely stationed at Hazelhurst Field or Mitchel

Field, both located on the Hempstead Plains of Long Island, two of the largest
air bases in the country at the time. This unit was likely formed toward the end
of the war, and while they could not have known it at the time, most of these
soldiers were never deployed overseas or even served active duty stateside. In an
oral history conducted by the Chesaning (Michigan) Public Library in 1976, former
Sgt. Arthur Walser (1898-1980) relates how he was working at Curtiss Aircraft
and had hoped to join the Army, but had trouble obtaining a release from his
employer, and for good reason: aircraft manufacturing had exploded with America’s
entry into World War I, and Curtiss was a major military contractor. Walser was
finally released, but enlistments had closed, although “they opened enlistments if
you could pass a certain exam in Detroit, motor mechanics, and there was four of
us went down and we passed, then we came home and sat here and waited until
they called us and we were supposed to be trained in what we went in. We were
sent directly to Long Island...” (Art and Ferne Walser Oral History Interview).
This was October 30, 1918. Walser was transferred to the 107th Aero Squadron,
which was in France at the time, but he never departed; the Armistice was signed
on November 11. He was discharged on December 10. Walser notes that his
fellow sergeant (and hometown friend), Wayne Perrott (1899-1939), had been
transferred to the 45th (in England), but he never departed either.
An uncommon photo at the dawn of American air power.
Transcript, Art and Ferne Walser Oral History Interview. River Rapids District
Library (Chesaning, Mi., 1976) (accessed online). Order of Battle of the United
States Land Forces in the World War (Washington, D.C.: Center of Military History, United States Army, 1949).
$650.

Including the Union Pacific R.R. Land Grant
‘and Indian Treaties of 1868
31. [Wyoming]: Whitehead, J.R., Superintendent of Compilation: THE
COMPILED LAWS OF WYOMING INCLUDING ALL THE LAWS IN
FORCE IN SAID TERRITORY AT THE CLOSE OF THE FOURTH
SESSION OF THE LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY...WITH A SYNOPSIS OF
THE PRE-EMPTION, HOMESTEAD AND MINING LAWS OF THE
UNITED STATES. Cheyenne: H. Glafcke, Leader Steam Book and Job Print,
1876. [2],cl,[2],702,[6]pp. Contemporary law sheep with gilt leather label and
raised bands, boards tooled in blind. Front hinge cracking and nearly loose, rear
board nearly detached. Interior quite clean. Good plus, in a tan cloth clamshell
with gilt leather spine label.
Contains the compiled laws of Wyoming along with “such laws of the United States
as are applicable to that Territory”, including the Declaration of Independence,
the Articles of Confederation, and the Constitution. Wyoming laws of particular
interest include the Union Pacific R.R. Land Grant and the 1868 treaties with the
Sioux and Shoshone, which were particularly focused on permitting the United
States to build railroads through their lands unimpeded. The Laws for the Fourth
Session of 1875 were never published separately, and only appear in this volume.
STOPKA, WYOMING TERRITORIAL IMPRINTS 1876.4. WYOMING IMPRINTS 29.
$375.
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wander about aimlessly, writing what I felt when and
how it pleased me....And I am sure that I will better
appreciate my own childish viewpoints herein expressed,
when, as an old man I look back and find one tangible
evidence of my college life, than to discover that the
transportation facilities of National Dog Biscuit were
insufficient thirty years ago.”
He does, however, thank Professor Seward and the rest
of the faculty for organizing the trip and for their excellent choice of the industries visited.

Yale Seniors Tour Industrial Sites, 1929
32. [Yale University]: Dunning, A.R.: YALE SENIOR INSPECTION TRIP
FOR MECHANICAL AND INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERS. MARCH 27 –
APRIL 3, 1929 [typescript title]. [New Haven. 1929]. [3],66,[3] leaves of typescript, text on recto only, plus two inserted sections of typed notes, eleven leaves
containing programs or pamphlets, two leaves containing four photo-postcards,
and one large photograph. Original blue cloth. Front hinge heavily cracked, cloth
fraying, board nearly detached. Corners heavily worn. Contemporary manuscript
corrections to typescript. Internally clean. Most of the tipped-in pamphlets in
very good or better condition.
A unique and interesting typescript documenting a Yale senior trip to visit various
industries. The author, A.R. Dunning, Class of 1929, writes in the Foreword:
“In writing my reminiscenes [sic] of the inspection trip, I am afraid that I have
not followed a definite enough course of procedure, but have allowed myself to

The trip covered four states (New York, New Jersey,
Pennsylvania, and Michigan) and included visits to fourteen
businesses: AT&T; Wright Aeronautical Corp.; Edison
Laps Works & Lighting Institute of General Electric;
Hardwick & Magee Wilton Rugs & Carpets; High Pressure Pumping Station; Sears, Roebuck; Carnegie Steel
Co. Rolling Mills Homestead Plant; Carnegie Steel Co.
Blast Furnaces; Carnegie Steel By-Product Coke Plant;
Universal Portland Cement Co.; Westinghouse Electric
& Mfg. Co.; Cadillac Motor Car Co.; and Ford Motor
Co. Dunning gives brief reports about each industry
and expresses his youthful opinions. He comments
that at AT&T there were perhaps too many people on
the payroll, “a great number of men roaming about the
halls seemingly unattached from any responsibility in
the company yet no doubt adding considerably to the
cost of operation.” Recognizing production was not the
primary consideration in a research lab, he nevertheless
has trouble understanding “why an organization as efficiently managed and modernly equipped as the American Telephone and Telegraph Company should permit itself the folly of supporting a research laboratory
so loosely controlled and so haphazardly operated.” Wright Aeronautical Corp.
fared a bit better: “an outstanding example of modern industrial development.”
Dunning could imagine himself working for Westinghouse, though he concludes
about the Edison Lamp Works: “while our visit here was very interesting in a
negative sort of way, the guides seemed to take us for a ladies’ sewing circle,
which had come to see all the pretty lighting arrangements.”
Dunning studied Mechanical Engineering at Yale. Some of the items tipped
into this volume include an 8 x 11-inch group photograph of the students and
professors on the trip posed in front of Westinghouse; a brochure advertising
the Wright “Whirlwind Engine,” showing some of the planes in which it was
used; four photo postcards of the Ford Motor Co. in Detroit; several programs
for banquets, including speakers and menus; several other pieces on the Wright
engine and aeronautics; and promotional brochures for some of the companies
visited.
$900.
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